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In this paper we provide a consistent framework to address the notorious decomposition of the single-photon
total angular momentum (TAM) into a spin (SAM) and an orbital (OAM) component. In particular, we find
that the canonical SAM and OAM, generators of internal and spatial rotations respectively in the space of
physical states, are mutually compatible but unsharp quantum observables, therefore POVM (Positive Operator-
Valued Measures) describe their joint measurements. On the other hand, a non-canonical SAM and OAM can
be constructed that is mutually incompatible but represent sharp quantum observables, thus PVM (Projector-
ValuedMeasurements), reflecting their consistency with the transversality condition characterizing singlephoton
wavefunctions. We discuss the implementations on joint measurements for both decompositions and provide an
explicit calculation of all these quantities for circularly polarized Gaussian single-photon states.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz,05.70.Ln,05.60.-k,03.67.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding and manipulating the angular momentum of single photons is a central goal of modern physics, due to theoret-
ical, experimental and even technical implications. On the experimental side, the angular momentum of light has been recently
recognized as a novel powerful resource for implementing quantum–information protocols [1–6]. Moreover, experiments with
light at the single–photon level have historically been at the forefront of fundamental tests of quantum mechanics [7–13].
The problem of introducing a physically unambiguous separation of the total angular momentum (TAM) of photons into a spin
part (SAM) and an orbital part (OAM) is a controversial and debated subject [15–21] since it was first proposed by J. Humblet
in 1943 [14].
The root of this long–standing problem lies in the transversality condition on the electromagnetic field and the single–photon
wavefunction, that introduces an interdependence between the spatial and internal degrees of freedom of those quantities, ham-
pering the possibility to define spin and orbital rotations separately.
It is well known from both the quantum mechanical first–quantization description of the photon [16, 22] and the classical
electromagnetic theory [17, 23, 24] that only the total angular momentum Jˆ of light is a well–defined and physically relevant
quantity, subject to a conservation law stemming from rotational invariance. Jˆ can be separated in two parts Lˆ and Sˆ that
satisfy the commutation relations characterizing the Lie algebra so(3), thus representing the correct generators of orbital and
spin rotations, respectively. However, Lˆ and Sˆ are both inconsistent with the transversality condition, i.e. they do not leave the
subspaces of longitudinal and transversal wavefunctions invariant, this fact leads to difficulties in their physical interpretation.
The problem of providing an alternative to the canonical decomposition Jˆ = Lˆ+ Sˆ of the TAM was addressed in the second–
quantization framework and in the paraxial limit by Van Enk and Nienhuis [17]. Bliokh et al. in Ref. [20, 21] continued
this discussion within the first–quantization framework and beyond the paraxial limit. In both cases, the authors proposed an
alternative or non-canonical decomposition Jˆ = Lˆ′+Sˆ′ of the TAM, in which the new orbital and spin components are consistent
with the transversality condition [16, 18] and therefore directly measurable. However, Lˆ′ and Sˆ′ do not satisfy the commutation
relations of the so(3) algebra, therefore no longer representing the generators of rotations in spatial and internal degrees of
freedom, respectively.
∗ Both authors contributed equally to this work
2Total Angular Momentum (TAM)=SAM+OAM
canonical non-canonical
Jˆ = Sˆ + Lˆ Jˆ = Sˆ′ + Lˆ′
Generators of spatial and internal rotations Yes −→ [Sˆk, Lˆk] = 0 No −→ [Sˆ
′
k, Lˆ
′
k] 6= 0
Transversality condition satisfied No −→ POVMs (unsharp observables) Yes −→ PVMs (sharp observables)
Table I. This table summarizes the main properties of the two decompositions of the sharp total angular momentum of a single photon.
In a recent work [25] we presented a general formalism based on Kraus operators [26] which allows in treating every single-
photon observable, including position and spin or momentum and helicity, in a unified picture. Consequently, making it possible
to construct the corresponding probability distributions in terms of Positive Operator-Valued Measures (POVMs), a tool of
paramount importance in the fields of quantum information science and open quantum systems. In particular, we show how
the transversality condition categorizes single–photon observables into two classes: observables that are consistent with the
transversality condition (e.g. momentum, energy and helicity) are sharp quantum observables, described by Projector-Valued
Measures (PVMs), while observables that are not consistent with the transversality condition find a natural description in terms
of POVMs, i.e. they are unsharp quantum observables [27, 28]. Considering the Heisenberg product∆X ∆P this explains the
increase via the unsharpness of the position observable.
The purpose of the present work is instead to face the problem of separating the TAM into a spin and an orbital component, and
of consistently describing these quantities in terms of PVMs and POVMs, in a unified picture with position, spin, momentum
and helicity. We show that our generalization of Kraus’ treatment allows to treat both the canonical and the non–canonical
decomposition of the TAM in a consistent way, endowing them with a clear quantum information–theoretical characterization.
In particular, we find that the canonical OAM and SAM, Jˆ = Lˆ+Sˆ, aremutually compatible but unsharp quantumobservables,
and we provide the explicit expression for the POVM describing their joint measurements. On the other hand, the non-canonical
OAM and SAM, Jˆ = Lˆ′+ Sˆ′, representmutually incompatible but sharp quantum observables, reflecting their consistency with
the transversality condition for single–photon wavefunctions. Finally, we give explicit examples for both decompositions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the properties of the single–photon Hilbert space and the definition of
single–photon observables as POVMs are briefly recalled. In Section III the TAM observable is presented, and its canonical
and non–canonical decomposition in an OAM and in a SAM part are discussed in detail. The differences between the two
decompositions are assessed with a study of Gaussian states in Section VC, and Conclusions are drawn in the last Section VI.
II. SINGLE-PHOTON STATES AND OBSERVABLES
In the present Section we briefly recall the description of single-photon observables in terms of POVMs, which generalizes
the treatment of the position observable proposed by K. Kraus [26]. The interested reader is referred to [25] for all the details in
merit.
The proper quantum-mechanical description of a single photon in free space takes place in the Hilbert space
HS =
{
ψ(p) : ψ(p) =
2∑
i=1
ψi(p)⊗ ei(p)
∣∣∣∣ ei(p) ∈ C3 and ψi(p) ∈ L2
(
R
3,
d3p
|p|
)}
, (1)
where the set {ei(p)}i=1,2,3 denotes the so-called intrinsic frame, i.e. a reference frame such that one of the axis is directed
along the direction of the momentum, i.e. e3(p) =
p
|p| , and e1(p)× e2(p) = e3(p). HS as defined in Eq. (1) is equipped with
the positive definite inner product
〈φ|ψ〉 :=
∫
d3p
|p|
(
φ1(p)∗ ψ1(p) + φ2(p)∗ ψ2(p)
)
. (2)
Note that HS defined in Eq. (1) is isomorphic to L2
(
R3, d
3p
|p|
)
⊗ C2 despite the photon spin number is s = 1. This traduces
the well-known transversality condition, i.e. the condition ψ(p) · p = 0 according to which the longitudinal component of
the photon state, namely the one along the direction of e3(p), is suppressed [25, 26, 29–31]. Consequently, the degrees of
momentum and spin get entangled in a fuddling way, which leads to the rich physics of photons.
We stress that this result can be derived by only requiring the single-photonHilbert space to carry an irreducible representation
of the Poincare´ group uniquely characterized by spin s = 1 and mass m = 0 Casimir invariants. In particular, the mass-shell
condition, which also implies the transversality condition, naturally selectsHS as the proper subspace of a spin s = 1 irreducible
3representation of Poincare´ group carrying a positive definite inner product (the latter being a necessary ingredient in order to
endow the theory of a probabilistic character) [25].
The main idea behind a neat treatment of all single photon observables in a unified way is to formalize the suppression of the
longitundinal component of the wavefunction in terms of the action of a projection operator pˆi(p) : HA → HS
pi
j
k(p) = δ
j
k −
pjpk
|p|2 ∀p ∈ R
3 , (3)
where
HA =
{
f(p) : f(p) =
3∑
i=1
ψi(p)⊗ ei(p)
∣∣∣∣ ei(p) ∈ C3 and ψi(p) ∈ L2
(
R
3,
d3p
|p|
)}
, (4)
is isomorphic to ≃ L2
(
R3, d
3p
|p|
)
⊗ C3 and consists of wave-functions that differ from those of HS simply by the presence of
a longitudinal component. Physically, the projector (3) can be interpreted as a quantum analogue of the Helmholtz projection
which is used to decompose the electric and magnetic field into a longitudinal and a transversal component.
The introduction of the Hilbert space HA is the key for a unified treatment of all single-photon observables. In particular, any
observable O can be associated to a self-adjoint operator Oˆ defined upon it which remarkably retains the same structure as in
the case of a relativistic massive spin s = 1 particles [26, 29–31], opportunely adapted to the massless case of photons by the
constraint p0 = |p|.
This means, for example, that
Pˆk f(p) = pk f(p)
XˆNWk f(p) = i~
∂f(p)
∂pk
+
i~
2
pk
|p|2 f(p)
Jˆk f(p) = Skf(p) + (i~ ∂p × p)k f(p),
(5)
represent the momentum (generator of spatial translations), Newton-Wigner position (generator of boosts) and TAM (generator
of rotations) operators, respectively.
In general, given that the system is described by a state |φ〉, the probability for any observable O to have an outcome in a
generic measurable setM belonging to a suitable σ−algebra is given by the familiar expression
p (O ∈M) = 〈φ| EˆO(M) |φ〉 , (6)
where EˆO(M) is the associated PVM. When we consider photons, we need to move from the extended Hilbert space HA,
where all these observables are well-defined, to the physical Hilbert space HS in order to cope with the transversality condition
(1). Thus projecting the associated PVMM 7→ EˆO(M) defined on HA onto HS through the operator pˆi, we obtain
p (O ∈M) = 〈ψ| FˆO(M) |ψ〉 , (7)
where |ψ〉 ∈ HS describes the single-photon wave-function and
FˆO(M) = pˆiEˆO(M)pˆi = Ωˆ†O(M)ΩˆO(M), with ΩˆO(M) = EˆO(M)pˆi . (8)
The resulting map M 7→ FˆO(M) is a Positive Operator-Valued Measure (POVM), a well-known concept and a widely-used
tool in quantum information and open quantum systems theory. Let us remind the reader that the variance of a POVM in
contrast to a PVM loses the idempotence property, i.e. Fˆ 2O(M) 6= FˆO(M). Observables described by POVMs are referred to
as unsharp [27, 33–35], since their emergence reflects either practical limits in the precision of measurements (in which case
POVMs are coarse–grained versions of PVMs) [36, 37] or the inherent impossibility of realizing a preparation in which the value
of an observable is perfectly defined [27, 28, 33]. This statement can be made more quantitative by simply showing that
Varpovm(O) = 〈ψ| pˆi Oˆ2pˆi |ψ〉 − 〈ψ| pˆi Oˆpˆi |ψ〉2
= Varpvm(O) + 〈ψ|
(
pˆi Oˆ2pˆi− (pˆi Oˆpˆi)2
)
|ψ〉
= Varpvm(O) + 〈φ|
(
1− pˆi
)
|φ〉 ,
(9)
where |φ〉 = Oˆ pˆi|ψ〉. Since the operator 1 − pˆi is positive, the variance Varpovm(O) is always larger than the variance
Varpvm(O) that would arise if the POVM operators were idempotent, i.e. in the case of a PVM. In this sense, POVMs increase
4the statistical character of quantum observables [44]. A final remark is worth to be made at this point concerning Eq. (9). It is
evident in fact that if [
Oˆ, pˆi
]
= 0, (10)
the second term on its r.h.s. vanishes. In this case we say that the observableO is compatible with the transversality condition.
Examples of observables which are compatible with the transversality condition (and thus sharp) are momentum and helicity,
while examples of observables which are incompatible with Eq. (10) (and thus unsharp) are position and spin [25].
The incompatibility with the transversality condition has led to the introduction of opportunely modified position [40] and
spin [17, 20] operators. It is quite straightforward to show that such modified operators correspond to the projected version,
through pˆi, of the familiar operators defined in Eq. (5). Such modified operators thus become compatible by construction with
Eq. (10) but no longer represent the generators of boosts and rotations, respectively.
Moreover, if FˆO(M) is idempotent, then [
EˆO(M), pˆi
]
= 0 (11)
for allM and thus Eq.(10) holds. Indeed, one can write
FˆO(M) = pˆiEˆO(M)pˆi+ pˆiEˆO(M)pˆi⊥ + pˆi⊥EˆO(M)pˆi+ pˆi⊥EˆO(M)pˆi⊥, (12)
with pˆi
⊥
= 1− pˆi. The idempotence of FˆO(M) implies pˆiEˆO(M)pˆi⊥ = 0, and thus
[
EˆO(M), pˆi
]
= 0.
It is finally worth remarking that there may exist specific states |ψ∗〉 ∈ HS such that the mean value 〈ψ∗|
[
Oˆ, pˆi
]
|ψ∗〉 = 0,
even though Eq.(10) is not satisfied. This is a general property of the uncertainty relations of the Robertson form [41] and can
be circumvent by transforming uncertainty relations to entropic ones [42, 43]. If a single photon is prepared in such state, the
extra variance in (9) disappears despite O being unsharp.
In the next Sections III, IV we will show how this final subtle point can be related to the behavior of the canonical and
non-canonical decompositions of the TAM in the paraxial limit. We will now see how this formalism, when applied to single
photon angular momentum, provides the two decompositions with a novel and unified interpretation in a quantum-information
perspective and allows to evaluate the corresponding probability distributions according to Eq. (8).
III. CANONICAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE TOTAL ANGULARMOMENTUM
Since the main focus of the present work is on the angular momentum, it is essential to remind that HS hosts the irreducible
representation of the roto-translation group
Uˆ(a, R) ψ(p) = e−
i
~
a·pR ψ(R−1p), (13)
with R ∈ SO(3) being a rotation matrix and a ∈ R3 a translation vector. This representation is consistently maintained also on
the extended Hilbert space HA, where all the spin and angular momentum operators can be properly defined.
The spin s = 1 of the photon has a deep consequence on the connection between spin and rotations (and thus between internal
and configurational degrees of freedom), which is compressed in the following key relation
R = Vˆ † e−
i
~
ϕn·Sˆ Vˆ , (14)
where Sˆ are the generators of the SO(3) vector rotations [46] and Vˆ is an opportune unitary matrix. The matrix Vˆ has also the
remarkable role to show the equivalence between the condition of transversality (1) and that of non-zero helicity, which is also
known to characterize single-photon wavefunctions [25]. In fact a straightforward calculation shows that the eigenfunctions of
the helicity operator
ǫˆ =
1
~
Sˆ · p
|p| , (15)
are given by Vˆ e3(p) with eigenvalue 0 and Vˆ e˜±(p) = Vˆ
e1(p)∓ie2(p)√
2
with eigenvalue±1. The suppression of the longitudinal
component is therefore unitarily equivalent to the suppression of zero-helicity eigenstates.
5It is important now to notice that any choice of a particular representation of these generators such that the su(2) algebra is
satisfied (i.e.
[
Sˆi, Sˆj
]
= ǫijk Sˆk) uniquely determines the matrix Vˆ according to (14). Equivalently said, (14) uniquely fixes the
couple
(
Sˆ, Vˆ
)
. As an example, if we choose the spin matrices to be of the form
Sˆx =
~√
2

0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0

 Sˆy = ~√
2

0 −i 0i 0 −i
0 i 0

 Sˆz = ~

1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1

 (16)
then Vˆ is equal to
V =


1√
2
− i√
2
0
0 0 −1
− 1√
2
− i√
2
0

 . (17)
Alternatively, we can choose Vˆ = 1, this way fixing the three relevant spin matrices to have the following representation
Sˆx = ~,

0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0

 Sˆy = ~,

 0 0 i0 0 0
−i 0 0

 Sˆz = ~

0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0

 , (18)
which has the merit to immediately show that they represent the anti-symmetric subset of the su(3) Gell-Mann matrices. This
obviously has to be the case, because only in this case e
i
~
φ~n·Sˆ becomes real and, consequently, can be identified with the rotation
matrix R in the real space.
As discussed in the previous Section, the generator of rotations, i.e. the single–photon TAM, can be canonically decomposed
on HA via
Jˆk f(p) = (Sˆ+ Lˆ)k f(p) = Sˆk f(p) + (i~ ∂p × p)k f(p) k = 1, 2, 3. (19)
The OAM, Lˆ, and SAM, Sˆ, involved in the canonical decomposition obey the familiar angular momentum commutation relations
[Sˆi, Sˆj ] = i~
3∑
k=1
ǫijk Sˆk , [Lˆi, Lˆj ] = i~
3∑
k=1
ǫijk Lˆk , [Sˆi, Lˆj] = 0 , (20)
characterizing the Lie algebra so(3) of the rotation group SO(3), thus allowing to regard them as the generators of internal and
spatial rotations, respectively.
In the light of (5), we can also consistently express the canonical OAM in terms of the Newton-Wigner position operator as
Lˆ = XˆNW × Pˆ . (21)
This form makes immediately evident that the OAM and SAM involved in the canonical decomposition of the TAM satisfy
equation (10) due to the presence of the Newton-Wigner position operator and of the Pauli matrices, respectively. The calcu-
lation of the commutators [Sˆk, Vˆ piVˆ
†], [Lˆk, Vˆ piVˆ †], explicitly showing the intrinsic unsharpness of both of them, is given in
Appendix A.
The canonical OAM and SAM are therefore inconsistent with the transversality condition, except in the paraxial limit, where
the wavefunction ψ(p) is concentrated around a certain value p0. To make this statement quantitative, let us consider a family
of wavefunctionsψa(p) = u(p) fa(p) ∈ HS such that p · u(p) = 0 (to comply with the transversality condition), normalized
‖u(p)‖2 = 1 and which satisfies lima→0 |f2a (p)|2 = |p0| δ(p− p0). For the observable Sˆ · n, the extra variance corresponding
to the second term of (10) reads
〈φa| 1− Vˆ †piVˆ |φa〉 =
∫
d3p
|p| |f
2
a (p)|2
(
Sˆ · n Vˆpi(p)u(p)
)∗(
1− Vˆ †pi(p)Vˆ
)(
Sˆ · n Vˆpi(p)u(p)
)
lim
a→0
〈φa| 1− Vˆ †piVˆ |φa〉 =
(
Sˆ · n Vˆ u(p0)
)∗(
1− Vˆ †pi(p0)Vˆ
)(
Sˆ · n Vˆ u(p0)
) (22)
so that, if Vˆ u(p0) is an eigenfunction of Sˆ · n with eigenvalue±1,
lim
a→0
〈φa| 1− Vˆ †piVˆ |φa〉 = 0 . (23)
6An identical observation characterizes the canonical OAM in the paraxial limit.
Finally, let us remark that the TAM defined in (19), despite being given by the sum of two unsharp observables, is a sharp
observable consistent with the transversality condition (10) (the proof of this fact can be found in Appendix A). Therefore, its
statistics is described in terms of a PVM. An example is provided in section VA.
IV. NON-CANONICAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE TAM
As stressed before, the operators Lˆk and Sˆk which stem from the canonical decomposition of the TAM are not compatible
with the transversality (or equivalently with the non-zero helicity) condition, which means that their action on a transverse
wavefunction (i.e. a physical singe photon state) results in a non-vanishing longitudinal component [16, 17, 20]. This fact has
led to introduce an alternative decomposition of the TAM in such a way that the two resulting components would be consistent
with the transversality condition, therefore becoming direct observables on the physical single-photon Hilbert space HS , but no
longer representing the generators of rotations and translations [20, 38, 39].
We recall here this non-canonical decomposition and endow it with a clear interpretation in a quantum-information theoretical
perspective. Making use of the identity (
p× (p× Sˆ)
)
k
= pk (p · Sˆ)− |p|2 Sˆk, (24)
we have that Jˆk = Lˆ
′
k + Sˆ
′
k, where
Sˆ′k =
pk
|p|
(
p
|p| · Sˆ
)
= ~
pk
|p| ǫˆ (25)
and
Lˆ′k = Lˆk −
(
p× (p× Sˆ)
)
k
|p|2 . (26)
In equation (25) ǫˆ denotes the helicity operator defined in equation (15). We stress that both observables are well-defined in terms
of self-adjoint operators only on the extended Hilbert space HA. Since the operator Sˆ′ satisfies the transversality condition (10),
also Lˆ′ has to have a vanishing commutation relation with the projection onto the physical Hilbert space, i.e.[
Vˆ †Lˆ′kVˆ , pˆi
]
=
[
Vˆ †JˆkVˆ , pˆi
]
−
[
Vˆ †Sˆ′kVˆ , pˆi
]
= 0 . (27)
Both Sˆ′k and Lˆ
′
k therefore classify as sharp observables [27, 35] and their probability distributions are simply obtained as the
mean values of the associated family of PVMs.
The non-canonical decompositon in equations (25)–(26) has several remarkable differences with respect to the canonical one.
First of all, the components of the SAM operator Sˆ′k commute with each other, while the components of the OAM operator
Lˆ′k do not commute with each other. Thus the rotation and translation degrees of freedoms are no longer treated on equal
footing. Moreover, the SAM and OAM operators Sˆ′k and Lˆ
′
k do not commute with each other, thus being mutually incompatible
quantum observables [20], in strong contrast to the canonical decomposition into SAM and OAM. The explicit expressions of
the commutators [Lˆ′i, Sˆ
′
j], [Lˆ
′
i, Lˆ
′
j ] are given in Appendix A.
It is finally important to point out that, despite the decomposition of the TAM into a SAM and an OAM part is highly not
unique and further different decompositions could be taken into account, we have analyzed the two most relevant from the
physical point of view. The canonical decomposition of the TAM is in fact dictated by the additional constraint that the resulting
OAM and SAM represent the correct generators of spatial and internal rotations. The non-canonical decomposition is instead
fixed by the constraint that both components are compatible with the transversality condition, i.e. for Eq. (10) to be satisfied,
which for the SAM part means that the eigenspace relative to the eigenvalue 0 coincides with that of helicity.
V. IMPLICATIONS ONTO OBSERVABLES
We illustrate the two different decompositions now by two explicit physical examples, i.e. for photons with a fixed spatial
direction and for Gaussian states with definite circular polarization.
7A. Joint POVM of the canonical SAM and OAM along a fixed spatial direction
We have shown that both the SAM and OAM are unsharp observables for which a PVM consistent with the transversality
condition cannot be given (see also equation (A11) of Appendix A for details). In the present Section we explicitly derive the
joint probability distribution and marginals of the single–photon OAM and SAM along a generic spatial axis. This is achieved
through the concrete construction of the join POVMs of such observables, according to the procedure outlined in [25] and in the
previous Section. In the following calculation we consider, without any loss of generality, the spin and orbital angular momenta
along the z-axis of a suitable Cartesian frame in real space. We make use of spherical coordinates (p, θ, φ) relative to the z-axis
in momentum space, denoting through {es}3s=1 the canonical basis of R3.
On the extended Hilbert space HA, the joint eigenfunctions of the compatible observables Lˆz and Sˆz have the familiar form
um,ms(p) = f(p, θ)
eimφ√
2π
es, Lˆzum,ms = ~mum,ms , Sˆzum,ms = ~msum,ms , (28)
wherems = 2− s, and f(p, θ) is a square-integrable function of the variables p, θ ensuring the proper normalization of (28)∫ ∞
0
dp p
∫ π
0
dθ cos(θ) |f(p, θ)|2 = 1 . (29)
The joint PVM of Lˆz and Sˆz is then given by
(m,ms) 7→
(
EˆLz ,Sz(m,ms) f
)
(p) =
eimφ√
2π
es
∫ 2π
0
dφ′
e−imφ
′
√
2π
e∗s · f(p, θ, φ′) . (30)
The correspondent POVM on the physical single-photon Hilbert space HS is therefore obtained by the application of Eq. (8)
and reads
(m,ms) 7→
(
FˆLzSz(m,ms)ψ
)
(p) =
eimφ√
2π
pi(p)Vˆ †es
(∫ 2π
0
dφ′
e−imφ
′
√
2π
e∗s · Vˆψ(p, θ, φ′)
)
. (31)
The joint probability distribution of such observables is readily obtained using Eq. (7)
pLz,Sz(m,ms) =
∫ ∞
0
dp p
∫ π
0
dθ sin θ
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 2π
0
dφ′
e−imφ
′
√
2π
e∗s · Vˆψ(p, θ, φ′)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (32)
The marginals of (32) read
pLz(m) =
∫ ∞
0
dp p
∫ π
0
dθ sin θ
∣∣∣∣
∫ 2π
0
dφ′
e−imφ√
2π
ψ(p, θ, φ′)
∣∣∣∣
2
(33)
and
pSz(ms) =
∫ ∞
0
dp p
∫ π
0
dθ sin θ
∫ 2π
0
d′φ
∣∣∣e∗s · Vˆψ(p, θ, φ′)∣∣∣2 . (34)
B. PVMs of the non-canonical SAM and OAM along a fixed spatial direction
As another example of the versatility and generality of the formalism outlined above, and for conformity with Section VA,
we explicitly derive the joint probability distribution of the non-canonical SAM and OAM operators along a fixed spatial axis,
which again we consider to be the z-axis. Let us begin by reminding that the vectors Vˆ e˜±(p), with e˜±(p) =
e˜1(p)∓ie˜2(p)√
2
,
are the eigenvectors of the helicity operator ǫˆ relative to the eigenvalues ±1, and depend on p only through the angles θ, φ.
Therefore, the joint generalized eigenfunctions of helicity and Sˆ′z are the following elements of HA:
u±1,s0(p) = f(p, φ) δ(cos(θ)∓ s0)⊗ Vˆ e˜±(p) (35)
where s0 ∈ [−1, 1] and f(p, φ) is a properly normalized function. It is clear from Eq. (35) that
Sˆ′z u±1,s0(p) = s0 u± s0(p) , ǫˆ u±1,s0(p) = (±1)u±1,s0(p) . (36)
8Notice that cos(θ) = s0 and e˜+(p) lead to Sˆ
′
z = s0, as well as cos(θ) = −s0 and e˜−(p). As a consequence, the event Sˆ′z ∈ M,
whereM is a Borel subset of [−1, 1], happens if and only if cos(θ) ∈ M+ and ǫ = 1 or cos(θ) ∈ M− and ǫ = −1, the sets
M± being:
M± = {θ : ± cos(θ) ∈M} . (37)
The probability that Sˆ′z ∈ M then clearly reads:
p(Sˆ′z ∈ M) =
∫ ∞
0
dp p
∫ 2π
0
dφ
(∫
M+
dθ sin(θ) |Vˆ e˜∗+(p) · f(p)|2 +
∫
M−
dθ sin(θ) |Vˆ e˜∗−(p) · f(p)|2
)
, (38)
where f ∈ HA. The probability can be written as the average
p(Sˆ′z ∈M) = 〈f |EˆS′z ,ǫ(M, 1)|f〉+ 〈f |EˆS′z ,ǫ(M,−1)|f〉 (39)
over f of the projector EˆS′z,ǫ(M, 1)+ EˆS′z,ǫ(M,−1). In the light of (39), the joint PVM associated to Sˆ′z and helicity on HA is
(M,±1) 7→
(
EˆS′z,ǫ(M,±1) f
)
(p) = 1M±(θ) Vˆ e˜±(p)
(
Vˆ e˜∗±(p) · f(p)
)
(40)
and the PVM associated to Sˆ′z is the marginal of (40) over the helicity degrees of freedom.
The projection (8) of the PVM (46) onto the physical Hilbert space HS
M 7→
(
FˆS′z,ǫ(M)ψ
)
(p) =
∑
s=±1
1Ms(θ) e˜s(p)
(
e˜∗s(p) · ψ(p)
)
(41)
preserves the idempotence property which characterizes a PVM, i.e., Fˆ 2S′z ,ǫ
(M) = FˆS′z ,ǫ(M), and therefore the probability
distribution of Sˆ′z reads:
pS′z(M) =
∑
s=±1
∫
dp p
∫
Ms
dθ sin(θ)
∫ 2π
0
dφ |e˜∗s(p) · ψ(p)|2 (42)
We remark that since HS is left invariant by the projector pi, (41) is a PVM: the SAM relative to the non-canonical decomposi-
tion (25), (26) is thus a sharp quantum observable. Moreover, unlike its counterpart in the canonical decomposition, it can take
all possible values inside the interval [−1, 1] [21].
Let us now consider the OAM Lˆ′z . Its action onto a function f(p) ∈ HA reads:(
Lˆ′z f
)
(p) = −i~ ∂φ f(p) +H(θ, φ) f(p) , H(θ, φ) = − 1|p|2 (p× (p× S))z (43)
On the extended Hilbert space HA, the generalized eigenfunctions of Lˆ
′
z are readily worked out starting from (43), details are
reported in the Appendix C. They read
un,j(p) = f(|p|) δ(cos(θ)− s0)vn,j(θ, φ) (44)
where s0 ∈ [−1, 1], f(|p|) is a properly normalized function, vn,j(θ, φ) is detailed in Appendix C and Lˆ′z un,j(p) = ~ (j s0 +
n)un,j(p).
The choice j = 0 leads to unphysical eigenfunctions such that pˆi Vˆ † un,0(p) = 0 (i.e. Vˆ † un,0(p) is a longitudinal function).
On the other hand, the choices j = ±1 produce eigenfunctions such that pˆi Vˆ † un,0(p) = un,0(p), i.e. Vˆ †un,0(p) ∈ HS . In
the light of these observations, the PVM associated to the OAM observable on HA is:
M 7→
(
EˆL′z (M) f
)
(p) =
∑
j=±1
∑
n∈Z
1Mn,j(θ)vn,j(θ, φ)
∫ 2π
0
dφ
(
v∗n,j(θ, φ) · f(|p|, θ, φ)
)
(45)
whereM is a Borel subset of R andMn,j is the set of angles θ such that j cos(θ) + n ∈ M. The corresponding POVM on HS
reads
M 7→
(
FˆL′z (M)ψ
)
(p) =
∑
j=±1
∑
n∈Z
1Mn,j (θ) Vˆ
†vn,j(θ, φ)
∫ 2π
0
dφ
(
v∗n,j(θ, φ) · Vˆψ(|p|, θ, φ)
)
(46)
and the probability distribution of Lˆ′z is
pL′z(M) =
∑
j=±1
∑
n∈Z
∫ ∞
0
dp p
∫
Mn,j
dθ sin(θ)
∣∣∣∣
∫ 2π
0
dφ
(
v∗n,j(θ, φ) · Vˆψ(|p|, θ, φ)
) ∣∣∣∣
2
. (47)
As in the case of the SAM observable, since HS is left unchanged by the projectors (45), (46) is a PVM.
9C. Application to Gaussian states
For illustration, we show a direct application of the above formalism by explicitly calculating the first two cumulants (mean
value and variance) of the probability distributions for both the canonical and the non-canonical SAM and OAM over circularly
polarized Gaussian single-photons, i.e. wavefunctionsψ(p) ∈ HS of the form
ψ(p) =
√
|p| e
− |p−p0|2
8ap2
0(
4πap20
) 3
4
⊗ e˜+(p), (48)
where p0 = p0 ez and
a =
(∆p)2
2p20
(49)
denoting a positive, dimensionless parameter which takes into account the spread of the wavefunction in momentum space. We
stress that, while any of the three components x, y, z of these operators can be in principle evaluated, we will show the result for
the z-component of the observables L,S,L′ and S′, i.e. the one parallel to the chosen p0.
Remarkably, the mean values of the two decompositions of the TAM are equal to each other on this particular state, plotted
also in Fig. 1 (a),
〈Lz〉 = 〈L′z〉 = 1− f(a), 〈Sz〉 = 〈S′z〉 = f(a), (50)
where
f(a) ≡ (1− 2a)erf
(
1
2
√
a
)
+
2
√
ae−
1
4a√
π
. (51)
This shows that, for this particular class of single-photon states, there is no quantitative difference between the two decom-
positions of the total angular momentum at the level of the mean value. Moreover, the values of spin and momentum equal for
a = 12 corresponding to ∆p = p0, in this case both contributions to the TAM are maximal uncertain. For the paraxial limit
a → 0+ the mean value of the TAM is dominated by the spin part, whereas for increasing a the mean value of the TAM is
basically the angular momentum, showing the dominant physical behaviour for high and low energetic photons (for fixed ∆p),
respectively.
The departure of the two decompositions is instead witnessed at the level of the respective variances, shown in Fig. 1 (b),
which contains all the crucial information about their statistical character. In accordance with all the formal construction outlined
above, the unsharpness of the canonical OAM and SAM brought by the introduction of the POVMs is in fact reflected in a larger
value of the variance with respect to the (sharp) non-canonical decomposition for every value of the parameter a. One can finally
notice that, in the paraxial limit a → 0+, the two groups of variances correctly vanish, as the wavefunction is by construction
perfectly defined in the momentum space.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied in detail two different separations of the single-photon angular momentum into a spin and an orbital part,
relying on the generalization [25] of Karl Kraus’ construction of the position observable. The canonical decomposition of the
total angular momentum (TAM) into the spin angular momentum (SAM) and the orbital angular momentum (OAM) are both
compatible observables, however, have to be described by POVMs (positive-operator valued measures) due to their incompati-
bility with the transversality condition. The non-canonical decomposition of the TAM proposed firstly by S. J. van Enk and G
Nienhuis [17] guarantees the compatibility with the transversality condition by paying the prize that the spatial and internal spin
degrees of freedom get coupled. Thanks to our unified and general framework for dealing with generic single-photon observ-
ables, we could deduce the form of the non-canonical OAM and SAM as projector-valued measurements (PVMs). This proves
how the transversality condition categorizes into principally unsharp or sharp observables.
Last but not least we have quantitatively shown the difference between the two above-mentioned decompositions of the TAM
by calculating the first two cumulants (mean values and variances) on circularly polarized Gaussian states. The results allowed
to clearly emphasize the unsharp character of the canonical OAM and SAM, in contrast with the sharpness of the non-canonical
OAM and SAM, as is reflected by their larger variances. Moreover, it shows that independently of the decomposition polarisation
becomes a well defined property for low energetic photons since the mean z-component becomes small.
This work could pave a new unified framework to handle also more photons in a quantum information theoretic way.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the first two cumulants of the two decompositions of the TAM (canonical and non-canonical) with respect to the
parameter a = (∆p)
2
2p2
0
that quantifies the spread of the wavefunction in the momentum space. (a) Plots of the mean values of the z− components
of L,S,L′ and S′; (b) Plots of the respective variances.
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Appendix A: Commutation relations for the canonical SAM and OAM
In this appendix we show the commutation relations first for the canonical decomposition of the TAM, the for the non-
canonical decomposition. In the last part we give the details on the derivation of the eigenfunctions of Lˆ′z .
We start by computing the commutators of the SAM and OAM operators and deriving the TAM through the canonical decom-
position; to explicitly show that their incompatibility with the transversality condition traduces in a violation of Eq. (10), i.e., in
a non-vanishing commutator with the projection from the extended Hilbert space HA onto the physical one HS .
Denoting with Aˆk the generators of the so(3) algebra, i.e. the three antisymmetric matrices (Ak)ml = ǫkml, by virtue of
Eq. (14) we have that
Vˆ †SˆkVˆ = i~Aˆk . (A1)
Then
[
Vˆ †SˆkVˆ , pˆi
]
= i~
[
Aˆk, pˆi
]
. Now, since
(
Aˆkpˆiψ
)
l
(p) =
∑
mr
(Aˆk)lmpˆi(p)mrψr(p) =
∑
mr
ǫklm
(
δmr − pmpr|p|2
)
ψr(p) =
= (Aˆkψ(p))l − p ·ψ(p) (Aˆkp)l|p|2
(A2)
and
(
pˆiAˆkψ
)
l
(p) =
∑
mr
pˆi(p)lm(Aˆk)mrψr(p) =
∑
mr
(
δlm − plpm|p|2
)
ǫkmrψr(p) =
= (Aˆkψ(p))l − (p×ψ(p))k|p|2 pl
(A3)
it is immediately found that
(
[Aˆk, pˆi] ψ
)
l
(p) =
(p×ψ(p))k
|p|2 pl −
(Aˆkp)l
|p|2 p ·ψ(p) , (A4)
which implies
[Vˆ †SˆkVˆ , pˆi] ψ(p) = i~
(
(p×ψ(p))k
|p|2 p− p · ψ(p)
Aˆkp
|p|2
)
. (A5)
To retrieve the second of equations (A11), it must be observed that
(
Vˆ †LˆkVˆψ
)
l
(p) =
∑
mr
Vˆ
†
lm(−i~ ∂p × p)kVˆmrψr(p) =
(
Lˆkψ
)
l
(p) (A6)
recalling the unitarity of Vˆ . Moreover, since
(
Lˆkpˆiψ
)
l
(p) =
∑
r
(−i~ ∂p × p)k
(
pˆilr(p)ψr(p)
)
=
=
∑
r
(−i~ ∂p × p)k
(
pˆilr(p)
)
ψr(p) +
∑
r
pˆilr(p)(−i~ ∂p × p)k (ψr(p)) =
=
∑
r
(−i~ ∂p × p)k
(
pˆilr(p)
)
ψr(p) +
(
pˆiLˆkψ
)
l
(p)
(A7)
one has (
[Lˆk, pˆi]ψ
)
l
(p) =
∑
r
(−i~ ∂p × p)k
(
pˆilr(p)
)
ψr(p) (A8)
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and since
(−i~ ∂p × p)k
(
pˆilr(p)
)
= −i~
∑
ms
ǫksmpm∂ps
(
δlr +
plpr
|p|2
)
=
= i~
∑
ms
ǫksmpm
(δlspr + δrspl)|p|2 − 2plprps
|p|4 =
= i~
pr
∑
m ǫklmpm + pl
∑
m ǫkrmpm
|p|2 =
= i~
pr(Akp)l + pl(Aˆkp)r
|p|2
(A9)
the result
[Lˆk, pˆi]ψ(p) = i~
(
p · ψ(p) Aˆkpl|p|2 −
(p×ψ(p))k
|p|2 p
)
. (A10)
To summarize, the commutators of the SAM and OAM with the projection onto the physical Hilbert space do not vanish and are
equal and opposite to each other:[
Vˆ †SˆkVˆ , pˆi
]
f(p) = i~
(
(p× f(p))k
|p|2 p− p · f(p)
Akp
|p|2
)
, (A11)[
Vˆ †LˆkVˆ , pˆi
]
f(p) = −
[
Vˆ †SˆkVˆ , pˆi
]
f(p). (A12)
An immediate consequence of the last result is that the commutator of the TAM, Jˆk = Lˆk + Sˆk, with the projector Vˆ pˆiVˆ
† is
zero and thus we retrieve the result that the total angular momentum is a sharp observable for single photons, i.e. is consistent
with the transversality condition and thus is described in terms of a PVM.
Appendix B: Commutation relations for the non-canonical SAM and OAM
We now prove that [Sˆ′i, Lˆ
′
j] 6= 0, and [Lˆ′i, Lˆ′j] 6= 0. To prove the first property, it is sufficient to write:
Sˆ′k =
∑
l
pkpl
|p|2 Sˆl , Lˆ
′
k = Lˆk + Sˆk − Sˆ′k (B1)
whence:
[Lˆ′i, Sˆ
′
j ] =
∑
l
[
Lˆi,
pjpl
|p|2 Sˆl
]
+
∑
l
pjpl
|p|2 [Sˆi, Sˆl]− [Sˆ
′
i, Sˆ
′
j] =
∑
l
[
Lˆi,
pjpl
|p|2
]
Sˆl +
∑
l
pjpl
|p|2 [Sˆi, Sˆl] (B2)
The second term of the sum (B2) can be easily worked out recalling the commutation properties of Pauli matrices:
∑
l
pjpl
|p|2 [Sˆi, Sˆl] =
∑
lr
pjpl
|p|2 i~ ǫilr Sˆr = i~
pj
|p|
(
p
|p| × Sˆ
)
i
(B3)
while the first term reads:
∑
l
[
Lˆi,
pjpl
|p|2
]
Sˆl = −i~
(∑
k
ǫijk
pk
|p|
)
p · Sˆ
|p| − i~
pi
|p|
(
p
|p| × Sˆ
)
j
(B4)
In conclusion:
[Lˆ′i, Sˆ
′
j ] = i~
pj
|p|
(
p
|p| × Sˆ
)
i
− i~ pi|p|
(
p
|p| × Sˆ
)
j
− i~
(∑
k
ǫijk
pk
|p|
)
p · Sˆ
|p| (B5)
Eq. (B5) also shows that the components of the OAM operator Lˆ′k do not commute with each other:
[Lˆ′i, Lˆ
′
j] = [Jˆ
′
i , Jˆ
′
j ]− [Sˆ′i, Lˆ′j]− [Lˆ′i, Sˆ′j ] 6= 0 (B6)
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Appendix C: Eigenfunctions of Lˆ′z
The action of Lˆ′z onto a function f(p) ∈ HA reads:(
Lˆ′z f
)
(p) = −i~ ∂φ f(p) +H(θ, φ) f(p) (C1)
where the 3× 3 matrixH(θ, φ) reads:
H(θ, φ) = − (p× (p× S))z|p|2 =


− sin2(θ) e−iφ sin(θ) cos(θ)√
2
0
eiφ sin(θ) cos(θ)√
2
0 e
−iφ sin(θ) cos(θ)√
2
0 e
iφ sin(θ) cos(θ)√
2
sin2(θ)

 (C2)
The eigenvalues ofH(θ, φ) are λs = s sin(θ), s = 0,±1, remarkably independent of φ; the corresponding eigenvectors are the
following periodic functions vs(θ, φ) of φ, with period 2π:
v1(θ, φ) =

− 12e−2iφ sec2(θ)(4 sin(θ) + cos(2θ)− 3)√2e−iφ(sec(θ) − tan(θ))
1

 (C3)
v0(θ, φ) =

 −e−2iφ−√2e−iφ tan(θ)
1

 (C4)
v−1(θ, φ) =

− 12e−2iφ sec2(θ)(−4 sin(θ) + cos(2θ)− 3)−√2e−iφ(tan(θ) + sec(θ))
1

 (C5)
For all θ, the eigenfunctions of Lˆ′z must have the form:
v(θ, φ) =
∑
s=0,±1
αs(θ, φ)vs(θ, φ) (C6)
of linear combinations of the vectorsvs(θ, φ)with coefficientsαs(θ, φ) that are periodic functions of φ, with period 2π. Inserting
(C6) in the eigenvalue equation for (C1) we are led to the following eigenvalue equation:
− i~∂φα(θ, φ) − iG(θ)α(θ, φ) + Λ(θ)α(θ, φ) = ~mα(θ, φ) , α(θ, φ) =

α−1(θ, φ)α0(θ, φ)
α1(θ, φ)

 , (C7)
where Λ(θ)rs = λs(θ) δrs,
G(θ)rs = v
∗
r(θ, φ)∂φvs(θ, φ) =


−i(sin(θ) + 1) i cos(θ)√
2
0
i cos(θ)√
2
−i i cos(θ)√
2
0 i cos(θ)√
2
i(sin(θ)− 1)

 (C8)
and the eigenvaluem will be determined in a short while. Since the matrixM(θ) = −iG(θ) +Λ(θ), is remarkably independent
of φ, we find:
α(θ, φ) = e−iM(θ)φei(µj(θ)+n)φmj(θ) (C9)
whereM(θ)mj(θ) = µj(θ)mj(θ) has eigenvalues µj(θ) = 1 + j cos (θ) and eigenvectorsmj(θ) explicitly given by
m1(θ) =

 1−√2
1

 , m0(θ) =

−10
1

 , m−1(θ) =

 1√2
1

 (C10)
Combining these results, we obtain the eigenfunctions of the non-canonical OAM Lˆ′z
vn,j(θ, φ) =
∑
s
e−inφ (mj)s vs(θ, φ) (C11)
relative to the eigenvalues µj(θ) + n.
